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R E P R O D U C I B L E

Figure 4.9: Essential Learning Standard 
Analysis Protocol Instructions

Protocol Step
(The following four steps 
should take about ninety 

minutes to complete.)

Directions

1. Identify the focus area or 
question the mathematics 
team is trying to answer, 
describe evidence the 
team will use to evaluate 
student performance, and 
list predictions for that 
performance.

This protocol will help your team answer the following seven questions.

1. How many students are unsatisfactory, have limited knowledge, are proficient, 
and are advanced by teacher and as a team?

2. What specific misconceptions can you address that may be across all four levels 
of proficiency?

3. Which instructional strategies are working? Which are not working?
4. What re-engagement or enrichment strategies can your team collectively use?
5. In which areas did individual teachers’ students struggle? In which areas did your 

team’s students struggle? What is the cause? How will you respond?
6. Which students need additional time and support to learn the standards? What 

is your plan?
7. Which students need extension or enrichment? What is your plan?

2. Collect the evidence. Note: Before the team uses this protocol, team members need to reach agreement 
on the scoring of the math tasks for each essential learning standard and 
expectations of proficiency for those standards.

Agree on the common mathematics unit assessment to analyze. Be sure the 
questions align to the essential standards prior to compiling the student results. The 
team members will bring a class set of student work to the team meeting and will 
be prepared for the discussion.

3. Analyze the evidence. The team will define the four levels of proficiency. Each teacher will sort one 
class of student work, or one teacher can share his or her student work and the 
team can complete one class together. Once the work is sorted, list the number 
of students at each level and calculate the total for the team. Complete the team 
reflection questions.

4. Plan action steps 
based on the results of 
the analysis.

List two to three action steps based on evidence of learning. Identify content needs 
and areas for enrichment. Create additional interventions as needed to address the 
learning needs.
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